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1. PURPOSE / INTENT 
In 2012, imports into and through the Baltimore and PEPCO areas are potentially limited based 
on thermal overload, low voltage or voltage collapse. Operating flexibility in this area is further 
limited by certain steam units with long minimum down time and long start-up time, which 
may adversely impact reliability. In order to posture the system to control potential SOL 
exceedances, generation may need to be committed in advance to mitigate the risk of losing 
major transmission and/or generation facilities in the area. This procedure defines the steps to 
ensure adequate generation is available to ensure reliability of the area is maintained without 
shedding load. 
 
Note: This procedure is intended for Look Ahead (3-Day, 2-Day and Day Ahead) studies. If a 
major Baltimore/PEPCO facility trips in real time, perform another N-2 study in all relevant 
Look Ahead studies including the peak case study for the current operating day. If the N-2 study 
shows a need for additional Baltimore/PEPCO steam generation resources, they may be 
committed as required and logged as “OPD” and linked to the constraint identified in the N-2 
study. 
  

2. PROCEDURE 
The Procedure for calling generation on-line in the Baltimore and PEPCO area is a two-fold 
process consisting of the following steps performed in all Look Ahead (3-Day, 2-Day, and Day 
Ahead) studies: 

1.) Double Contingency (N-2) Control 
2.) Study TLC Limit Control 

 
1.) Double Contingency (N-2) Control 

 
PJM will run sensitivity studies using the list of double contingencies shown in Appendix A 
in all Look Ahead studies. Here are the steps to perform the N-2 study:  

 
a. Set up the base case following the normal process to control actual and N-1 constraints. 

i. Thermal constraints should be controlled between 95% and 100% prior to 
running N-2 analysis, to simulate expected binding control in RT.  [Consistent 
with PJM Manual 12: Attachment B: Transmission Constraint Control 
Guidelines] 

b. Apply the N-2 contingencies by activating all contingencies from SA Group 18 (BCP 
DBLS) in SA Group 1 or 21 (SA SPEC) in study mode. Evaluate the study results for the 
following violations in Baltimore and PEPCO area: 

i. Non-converged contingency indicating voltage collapse 
ii. Post-Contingency Low Voltages below the Load Dump (LD) limit 

iii. Post-Contingency Thermal Overloads that exceed 115% the Load Dump (LD) 
limit 

c. If the N-2 contingency study indicates any of the above violations (b.i, b.ii, or b.iii), 
evaluate the following actions to study if the N-2 violations can be mitigated:   

i. Online steam generation in the Baltimore and PEPCO area should be studied at 
EcoMax, provided they are raise helps.  
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a. Additional steam units can be called to come on-line when needed. 
b. On-line units being released and then unable to be on-line when needed after factoring 

in the respective minimum down time and startup time. 
 

4.) Generation Commitment and Coordination with the Day-Ahead Market Operator 
 

If any of the above analyses shows a generation deficiency in the Baltimore and PEPCO area, 
additional steam units shall be committed as required to alleviate the deficiency. The 
commitment should be made in economic order with full consideration of unit parameters 
such as start-up time, min down time, unit limitations, and min run time. Resources that are 
limited by environmental restrictions shall utilized as a last resort to maintain an N-1 
reliability. The Reliability Engineers will communicate the need of running additional steam 
units to the Day-Ahead Market Operator, including units committed prior to the Day-Ahead 
Market run.  
 
In some cases, the need for additional steam units is marginal or heavily impacted by RTO 
scale economic generation commitment. In these cases, the commitment of additional steam 
units may wait until after the Day-Ahead Market has cleared and the 2-pass analysis has 
been evaluated, if not limited by unit parameters (e.g. start-up time) or other reliability 
factors.  
 
Units committed outside of the Day-Ahead Market should be logged as “OPD” for the most 
limiting constraint (actual, N-1, N-2) and added to the DA transmission log. Units should be 
committed for only their min run time.  

 
3. REFERENCES 

 
PJM Manual 3: 
https://www.pjm.com/~/media/documents/manuals/m03.ashx 
 
PJM Manual 37: 
https://www.pjm.com/-/media/documents/manuals/m37.ashx 
 

 
4. ASSOCIATED APPLICATIONS 

Applications that may be impacted by any revisions to this Operating Memo should be 
noted within this section.  

IEP Procedure ID: n/a Event Name:  
Note:  

     
SCADA/EMS: n/a Display:  

Note:  
  

System Impacts: n/a Title:  
Note:  
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